Landfill & UST Investigations Technical Guidance Training
April 24, 2012

AGENDA

Welcome/ Introduction
George Nicholas
Bureau of Ground Water Pollution Assessment, NJDEP

LSRPA Program Update
Sue Boyle
GEI Consultants, Inc.
Board Member, LSRPA

Technical Guidance Committee Overview
George Nicholas
Bureau of Ground Water Pollution Assessment, NJDEP

TECHNICAL GUIDANCE for Landfill Investigations

Overview/Site Investigation
David Barskey
Bureau of Environmental Evaluation and Risk Assessment, NJDEP

Remedial Investigation
Jeff Dey
Land Resource Solutions, LLC

Radiation Survey
John Doyon
Office of Brownfield Reuse, NJDEP

QUESTIONS

BREAK
TECHNICAL GUIDANCE for UST Investigations

Overview/Assessment
Josh Gradwohl
Bureau of Case Assignment & Initial Notice, NJDEP
&
John Doyon
Office of Brownfield Reuse, NJDEP

Site Investigation
Josh Gradwohl
Bureau of Case Assignment & Initial Notice, NJDEP
&
John Doyon
Office of Brownfield Reuse, NJDEP

QUESTIONS